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is the time to be merry! — or so we’re told! At the heArt of the 
festive seAson, we’re All connecting: with lovers, friends, fAmily 
And All kinds of co-creAtors And AssociAtes. sometimes All  
flows well; other times, there is strAin And we mAy even 

wonder, “whAt Am i doing with this person?”

for me, adulthood is very much about becoming more conscious and bringing 
greater awareness to every area of life, questioning, learning, unfolding all the 
time. in my rich and varied life, involving much travel, work and home changes 
and connections with very diverse individuals and groups, i have really looked 
to see and understand how connections come about, how they function and 
serve and how to navigate through what seems like a very complex, yet highly 

intelligent and coherent web of connections.

In the area of personal relationships, I’m often asked about that “special Other”: 
“how do i know it’s the right one? how do i find him/her? how do i choose? 

how do i make it work?” 
Partners often wonder why in certain areas of life they get on better than in others, 
and many people reach a point when they are not sure whether they should stay in 

a relationship or leave it and how to go about either.

What I’ve discovered is that no connection is ever “wrong” or without purpose. We 
may experience a chance meeting, a compelling drive, an external pressure, or any 
other motivation to be with someone: it does not matter. There is always a deeper 
connection, there is always a discovery to be made, a lesson to learn, growth and 

enhanced understanding in the making.
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“T e gr
eatest 

intelligence, 

 Is t a
t of t e

 Heart ” 
Sometimes, we are in certain 
connections for “survival” reasons: 
because we desire physical contact 
and general security or support. 
Sometimes, we experience a more 
subtle allegiance with another, an 
emotional resonance and a “feeling 
good” together. There may also be 
a sense of partnership, team-work 
and of complementing each other 
well. We may additionally delight in 
being “on the same wave length”, 
able to understand each other and 
to communicate well. We may have a 
shared vision, beliefs and ideals. Then, 
there may be romantic love, feelings of 
tenderness, appreciation, gratitude, 
as well as more expansive feelings 
and transcendent expressions.

We generally experience some 
combination of the above with 
different people in different areas of 
life and more of them with our chosen 
life partners. Some of these levels of 
connections may be missing or not as 
harmonious as others. Ideally, we’ll 

have all of these levels of connection 
with a life partner.

The starting point, then, is to begin 
to notice, observe the quality and 
manner of each connection and how 
energy is exchanged: “how do you 
give and receive, on what level and 
what is the quality of your shared 
experience and mutual gifts”?

Becoming more conscious about 
energy exchange in this way will 
give us some idea as to next steps: 
we may choose to augment certain 
areas, develop or harmonise others. 
We also have choice around how 
comprehensive we want any one 
connection to be! This way, everything 
starts to make much better sense and 
we can begin to trust ourselves more 
around relationship choices.

The greatest intelligence, however, 
is that of the heart. If we are to be 
truly happy in any connection, heart 
coherence is what is required.
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n the previous part of this series, part 3, entitled “dual 
dynamics”, we looked at projections and how the person 
we relate with serves as a mirror for ourselves. this time, 
let’s look at the “energy”, the quality of our exchange 
with others.

Tantra, like Yoga, Taoism and other forms of embodied spirituality and 
shamanism, is concerned with energy and understands the human being 
as an energetic one. There are various approaches to the human energy 
anatomy and references to Chakras, Tan Tiens, nadis, meridians and so on. 
A thorough explanation of energy systems according to various schools is 
beyond the scope of this article, though, of course, well worth exploring. 
For the purposes of this article, I am making broader references to 
energetic/emotional qualities with the intention of making the essential 
information accessible without the need for specialised knowledge or 
vocabulary.



The first question to ask, then:  

How does your heart feel? 
becoming AwAre of the heArt-spAce And being Able to evoke 
A coherent, heArt-centered, emotionAl stAte is the key to 
successful connections And joyous mAnifestAtions in every 
AreA of life.

Become quiet for a moment and notice your breathing. Let it be natural, 
let it find an easy rhythm. Place the middle finger of the right hand on your 
navel (the adjacent two fingers placed closely together on either side) and 
with the left hand find the pulse on the side of your neck. Breathe naturally, 
whilst feeling your pulse. Feel your body settling, as you synchronize with 
your heart’s beating. Unify your being to the rhythm of your heart. After a 
while, change to the other side (change hands on belly and neck). Stay on this 
side for a similar length of time. Take as long as you like over this practice.

As we become more attentive to and more comfortable with our inner state, 
it becomes easier to “open” the heart. 

I am not talking about evoking romantic love or caring feelings specifically, but 
the ability to enter a sense of peace, calm, open equanimity and gentle joy that 
comes from within and is not dependent on any one person or situation.

Become quiet for a moment and attentive to your breath and your inner 
state. Calm the mind and imagine a droplet forming in the centre of your 
brain. Watch it drop slowly, along an imaginary central axis running down and 
through your body, until it reaches the level of the heart. At the heart level, 
see a vast, peaceful watery expanse, a calm lake and as the drop enters the 
lake, you watch gentle ripples forming, concentric circles forming, moving 
outwards, reaching further and further out on the surface of the water, feeling 
an expansion all the way to infinity.

you may feel those feelings of openness, equanimity. A feeling of being.  
being ok. just being.

If you’re wanting to make a decision about someone or something, enter the 
heart space using the practice above; when you have reached a stable emotional 
state, form a single image that represents a particular choice (being with a 
person, for example), and “place” it in the heart space. Feel if there’s expansion 
or contraction in your heart, notice any sensations or perceptions from this place: 
your heart will give you a clear “yes” or “no”.

Use this simple practice before forming any words or judgments about any 
person or situation. Open your heart, before you appraise or communicate. 
Find words to express what feels true to you, after you have reached this state 
of heart expansion and this feeling of open equanimity. However challenging a 
situation, this practice can make all the difference in the world — and, especially 
with a loved one, you will be developing an empathic connection that can open 
wonderful new possibilities and contribute to greater fulfillment and joy — 
here’s to the merriment of the heart! 

“As we become more attentive to 
and more comfortable with our  
inner state, it becomes easier to  

“open” the heart.” 

Discover more practices and 
share insights on Artful Loving 

and Living by joining the 
dedicated Facebook group:  
www.facebook.com/groups/

lovepractice

For more resources on Tantra, 
Taoism, intimacy, relationship, 

energetics and the Ultimate 
Life-Sex Coaching,  

visit  
www.elenaangel.com
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